Choosing the right partner for
your phase 3 clinical trial
Are you in the final phases of a clinical trial and considering a partnership
with an external clinical monitoring service?
HeartcoR Solutions can help. Let us tell you why a third-party company can be beneficial for clinical projects.
With HeartcoR, you have access to our full ECG Core Lab capabilities, not just a device. We also provide
the staff, training, and analytics to keep your project on track.

Easily monitor and
record data remotely
HeartcoR provides diagnostic
cardiac monitoring services,
ECG analysis, and technologies
including 3-lead and 12-lead Holter
and post-event monitoring through
our 3-in-1 device. Our cardiac
event-monitoring technologies
require minimal investigator/
patient education and training and
offer cloud-based data transfer
and analysis, which improves
satisfaction and efficiency for
studies with a large number of
participants.

Simplify clinical
project management
HeartcoR successfully coordinates
and executes regulated, investigational
projects with sites across the United
States and around the world.
Our clinical project management
capabilities include data collection and
analysis, custom study programming
and reporting, site training and subject
support, and custom web portal
access. Our partners include industryleading medical device, diagnostic,
and pharmaceutical trial sponsors.

Securely collect and
analyze data
Our team of experts works
with millions of data points and
systems for leading diagnostic
patient monitoring organizations.
Our health information technology
and diagnostic data management
provide a secure, cloud-based
system with rapid data transfer to
HeartcoR’s centralized lab, where
investigators can access data
anytime, anywhere.

5 things you need to know about HeartcoR Solutions
HeartcoR Solutions is a preferred ECG Core Lab
partner for life sciences companies, health systems
and specialists, and academic research centers. We
simplify the clinical research process and help you
achieve optimal outcomes through our:
1. Body-worn, wireless, leading-edge technology.
We provide superior, cutting-edge technology and
cloud-based data analysis for cardiac monitoring
with our 3-in-1 device.
2. Secure, cloud-based, digital platform. Our oneof-a-kind, fully digital platform and portal meet the
most stringent security standards so neither you
nor your study participants have to worry.

3. Expert staff and industry leadership. At
HeartcoR, we speak your language. We have
demonstrated success in defining customer
needs and developing creative, innovative cardiac
monitoring devices.
4. Customer-centered approach. Because
HeartcoR isn’t the biggest ECG Core Lab you’ll
find, we can give your team and your study the
attention you need and deserve.
5. Third-party objectivity and balance. There are
several advantages to working with an ECG Core
Lab: We’re independent. We’re objective. We
follow a system of checks and balances that
ensures the validity of your outcomes.

Research services and comprehensive operations
HeartcoR offers the following services and operational capabilities that improve
clinical project management and patient monitoring:

24/7
24/7 subject
monitoring

Data collection
and analysis

Retrospective
analysis

Custom study
programming and
data reporting

Electronic site and
subject enrollment
support

Experienced research
RNs and certified
technicians

Board-certified
cardiologist overhead
and consultation

Site training and
subject support

Custom web portal
access

Complete equipment
provisioning and
logistics

Proven IT and
commercial
infrastructure

EDC integration and
partnerships

Independently
audited, regulatory
compliance and QA

Call or email us today. Let us give you a demonstration of our capabilities and share outcomes from current partners.
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